By an orthodox application of the perturbation theory to the general case of a quantized field, it is shown th a t the divergence difficulty hitherto encountered arises from a faulty application of the expansion m ethod. The difficulty, in certain cases, disappears if th e degeneracy of the unperturbed system is properly treated by th e m ethod of secular p ertu rb ation. Physically, this am ounts to a rigorous treatm en t of th e radiation reaction, in such cases where its effect is strong. ). The interaction of the elementary par ticles is usually introduced by coupling the corresponding fields, for which a general description will be given in § 1 below. The effects (self-energies and cross-sections) due to the interaction have been hitherto treated by the expansion method-a power-series expansion with respect to the interaction constants. All terms of the resultant expansions for the self-energies and the cross-sections, excepting the term of the lowest degree in each expansion, are found to diverge. This difficulty has led many physicists to doubt either the usual formulation of the field theory or the usual procedure of quantization (which is generally known as that of Heisenberg & Pauli (1929)). But it will be shown in § 2 below that for any quantized field, the system is degenerate in the sense of the perturbation theory, and hence the expansion method must give way to the method of secular perturbation. Therefore no prema ture departure from the usual formulation of the quantized field theories will be considered in this paper. On the other hand, the mathematical treatment of secular perturbation which will be developed in § § 3-5 (or some further improvement of it) will have to be used for the derivation of the self-energies and cross-sections in any new formulation of the quantized field theories.
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In § 3, the usual method of secular perturbation for degenerate systems will be presented in a form which can easily be adapted to the case of continuous spectra. The general solution of the secular problem will be given in § § 4-5, where it will be seen that most of the stationary states of the secular problem describe collisions of the elementary particles. For the calculation of the cross-sections for the collisions one has to solve some integral equations which differ from those proposed by Heitler (1941) and Wilson (1941) , in their theory of radiation damping, merely by not neglecting or omitting the self-energies (their treatment is only preliminary and is integrated in the present treatment). The present treatment, which in fact is just the orthodox perturbation treatment and can be continued to any desired order [ 119 ] of approximation, can therefore be described physically as a rigorous treatment of the radiation reaction. The self-energies are also obtained from the stationary states of the secular problem, and are influenced by the radiation reaction. As will be demonstrated in § 6 with the help of a simple example, in which the radiation reaction is strong, the present treatment leads to no divergence difficulty where the usual treatment does.
where the summation of the wave vectors k extends over the lattice points of the infinite ^-lattice (a cubic lattice of the lattice constant L-1), the volume integration in H°, G and Q is transformed into the lattice summation of the wave vectors. The contribution from each wave vector k, being a Hermitian bilinear form of the corresponding f k s a n d /^'s of all the field quantities, can further be reduced canonical form by a linear transformation. One thus obtains
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where there are as many ak(T and ak(T, distinguished by the index cr, as the number of linearly independent/fc's a n d /* 's. The normalization factor has been intro duced in (1*5) to destroy the factor Lz arising from the volume integration so that H°, G, and Q contain no factor in L. Since each additional field quantity brings in a factor L~$, one has, for H x, H 2, ...
H 1 = (trilinear form of all ak(T and aka), (1*7)
H 2 -L~z (quadrihnear form of all ak<T and aka), ...
(1*8)
where the a's and a*'s of different Tear are intermingled in some definite way. In the usual theory, H1 is linear in such natural constants as the elementary charge o mesonie charge of a nucleon, while H 2 is bilinear in these interaction constants, and so on. The series of terms of increasingly higher degree in the a 's and a*'s, H = can thus be regarded as an expansion of H with respect to the interaction constants.
In the quantum theory, the field quantities are replaced by ^-number quantities obeying non-commutative algebra, while the four co-ordinates x, t are retained as c-numlsr quantities. The Fourier transformation (1-5) can be used for ^-number field quantities/(x , t) and g-number Fourier amplitudes where the wave vectors k are retained like x as c-number quantities. The akfT and ak(T, which are the linearly independent combinations of all the f k(t) and f k (t), are now ^-number quantities. The total energy H of the system-namely, the whole field in the fundamental cube -plays the role of the Hamiltonian. The quantum conditions between the s and the a*'s are determined by the condition that the quantum-mechanical equations of motion in the Heisenberg representation, viz.
=
( 1-10) should be formally the same as those obtained from the field equations in the classical theory. (The asterisk, when used with a (/-number quantity, denotes the adjoint.) In the linear transformation from the and / * to the ak(T and akfT it is convenient to introduce a factor so that the quantum conditions between the a 's and the a*' s no longer contain h, viz.
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The + sign (anti-commutation laws) is used only if both ak<7 (or its adjoint) and ufcv (or its adjoint) are derived from field quantities which transform for the Lorentz transformation like spinors. The -sign (commutation laws), on the other hand, is used where at least one of these quantities is derived from field quantities which transform for the Lorentz transformation like tensors (including vectors and scalars). As consequences of the quantum conditions, the (/-number quantities ak<rak(T for various kor all commute. Their eigenvalues Nk(T are independently 0, 1, 2,... in th case of commutation laws being used, or 0 and 1 in the case of anti-commutation laws being used. Since Gx, G2, Gz, Q and H° of (1-6) are lin commuting quantities ak<Tak(T with c-number coefficients, they all commute. In fact, G and Q commute with the Hamiltonian H, which expresses the conservation laws of the total momentum and charge in quantum theory. In the following, the total momentum and charge of the system will be assumed to be known.
After having obtained the quantum conditions in the Heisenberg representation, it is practical to change to the Schrodinger representation in which all (/-number quantities are represented by linear operators constant in time (Dirac 1935, § § 31-32). The operand W, called the wave function, describes the quantum state of the system and varies with time according to Schrodinger's wave equation in tim et fidW --. -j -= HW, where W is % Cv t T h e tr e a tm e n t d escribed in th e te x t is th e u su al sh o rt-c u t w ay o f ap p ly in g H e isen b e rg a n d P a u li's m e th o d of q u a n tiz a tio n in th e &-re p re sen tatio n . T h e co m p lete tr e a tm e n t, w h ich includes also th e q u an tu m -m ec h an ic al eq u a tio n s o f m o tio n in space, can easily be red u c ed to th e ab ove sim ple tr e a tm e n t (cf. B orn & P eng, 1944, §4) . I n th e co m p lete tr e a tm e n t, th e w av e fu n ctio n l P (N ko.; x, t) satisfies th e w ave eq u a tio n s in tim e a n d space,
The eigenvalues Nkff of akcrak(T for all kcr are adopted as all aka and ak(T operate. For a set of basic functions of all Nk(r one can use the simul taneous eigenfunctions of all ak(rak(T, viz.
where n denotes in short a set of quantum numbers {nk(7} with all kcr. These functions, for all n, form a complete system of linearly independent functions of the s, and are orthonormal:
As the zeroiorder approximation, it is convenient to introduce an idealized system, which is described by the simpler Hamiltonian H°, with the same G and Q as before, see ( On the divergence difficulty of quantized field theories 125 2. D eg en eracy -the fa il u r e of the e x p a n sio n method
In order to explain the failure of the expansion method, it will be shown that the unperturbed system H° is degenerate. For this purpose it is only necessary to con sider the states ft® possessing equal eigenvalues for the total momentum G and equal eigenvalues for the total charge Q, because the states possessing different eigenvalues for G and/or Q fall into different non-combining classes.
The vacuum-like state, which belongs only to the class of zero total momentum and zero total charge, is, of course, non-degenerate. The states which correspond to but one kind of quanta in the fundamental cube = 1) are specified by and crx only. These are in general spin-degenerate (meaning that different states with different spin orientations of the quanta exist and possess precisely equal energy values), and can be partitioned into a number of mutually exclusive groups of rigorously degenerate states.
For the states which are specified by nx, w2, ...,n K with K^ 2, since the k's can vary almost continuously (namely, by units of Z r 1), the energy values form an almost continuous spectrum for each specification of the n's and <x's. In such circumstances, all the states ft® with E{® lying between E <® -\AE® > and can be said to be approximately degenerate with respect to the central state ft® within the allowance AE{®. The allowance AE{® has to be large in comparison to the spacing of the energy values, but is still of the order of L~x (i.e. is in dependent of L). Thus for sufficiently large values of L, the allowance AE(® can be made arbitrarily small, and hence the approximate degeneracy becomes almost rigorous. The totality of such states (including the state ft® itself) will be denoted by deg ( The cross-sections thus obtained are therefore not justified even if the contributions from the terms of higher degree were not divergent. The failure of the expansion method for any degenerate system is due to the faulty assumption, (2*1), that the eigenfunctions of H should equal approximately those of H°, because the eigenfunctions for a degenerate system can be chosen arbitrarily to some extent. In such circumstances, the degeneracy of the unperturbed system has first to be treated by the method of secular perturbation. Such consideration is familiar wherever the perturbation method is applied, usually in the energy repre sentation, to problems of atomic and molecular structures. In dealing with field theories and the interaction of elementary particles, the treatment of the degeneracy has been hitherto overlooked, probably because the problem is usually presented in the time representation.
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The method of secular perturbation
In accordance with the perturbation theory developed by the authors quoted above, the arbitrariness of choosing the eigenfunctions of the unperturbed degenerate system has to be treated by the method of secular perturbation. The following formulation of this method is designed to cover both the states which are rigorously degenerate and the states of the almost continuous spectrum which are almost so. The essential point of this method is the following. If the eigenfunctions of the perturbed system can be expanded, to the rth approximation, in a basis {<$?} say, which are degenerate, then a suitable change of basis from {<$£} to {<j>a+1)} must be made in order that the eigenfunctions can be expanded in the new basis to the r + 1th approximation. In atomic and molecular problems, the basis for the first or the second approximation is usually non-degenerate, in which case the degeneracy is said to be removed by the secular change of basis. This is, however, not the case in quantized field theories where the degeneracy persists in all approximations. Hence the method of secular perturbation has to be continued indefinitely, unless the perturbation method is discontinued at a certain stage in favour of other approximation methods being used.
Let ij^a and E^ denote the rth approximation to the actual eigenfunctions \Jra and eigenvalues Ea, so When expressed in the basis {ft®}, this gives the first part of (3-5). The second part of (3*5) has been chosen for simplicity and definiteness, but it is in principle arbitrary. The majority of E p, as determined by solving (3*8), will form an almost con tinuous spectrum. The majority of ftp are therefore degenerate. 
By using the expansions (3-3) and (3-4), and approximating the (E( p -EP) by (EP -Ep), (3*17) gives, for the first-order and the second-order quantities, (ftP . J^f tp ) = ( E P -E P ) (ftp . ftPP, (3-18) + S (,4®. (3-19) b
The condition of solubility of (3-18) determines i£(2)1, the first-order secular per turbation in the second approximation, viz.
.t /(2)10(2)) = 0 for ced eg^a , j i.e. = {<j)f . H^f ) for cedeg^a.J For simplicity and definiteness, take (<^( c2). i£(2)1^(2)) = 0 for ce degree, | so {<t>f. J<2>yo 2)) = {4>f. Htyf) for cedeg(1)a .j
The solution of (3-18) then gives On the divergence difficulty of quantized field theories 13 In the numerator of the fraction term of (3*35), note the occurrence of the factors arising from the secular change of basis. If the states which are included in the summation over a' can be partitioned into mutually exclusive groups of degenerate states, these factors can be eliminated by using (3-31) and the orthogonality con dition of the basis {&$}• On the other hand, if the states to be summ almost continuous spectrum and thus cannot be partitioned into mutually exclusive groups of degenerate states, these factors remain and, as will be demonstrated later in § 6, may help to render the summation convergent.
+ X w ---------------------------fOT « d eg< '>6,
The derivation of the secular perturbation for the higher approximations is similar. In quantized field theories, the self-energies arise only at the second, the fourth, ..., approximations. Then every two successive approximations, such as the first and the second, the third and the fourth, ..., can be dealt with in one step.
In (3-31) , the main contribution to the fraction terms of (4*4) is easily seen to be
because for each of these mutually exclusive groups, say deg(0)i , . . . , / ) , one has, by a change of the order of summation, and by using (3-31) together with the fact that the functions are orthogonal,
»■<&»<
The same consideration shows that the contribution due to any other group of degenerate states can be neglected in comparison to (4-6). It is seen from (1*7) and (1-8) that the non-diagonal elements (4*5) are of the order of Z r 3. On the other hand, all states ft §) for which (ft §). H xft®) 4= 0 contribute to the fraction terms of (4 There are a few such states (arising from by the virtual absorption of some quanta) which can be treated as above, with contributions of the order of 3; But the main contribution arises from the large number of states (arising from ft® by the virtual emission of some quanta) which cannot be partitioned into mutually exclusive groups of degenerate states, as their energy values form an almost con tinuous spectrum. The number of such states varies as 3, so their total contribution to (4-3) is of the order of L° (i.e. independent of L); but the actual evaluation of this contribution has to be postponed until the secular change of basis for these inter mediate states of the almost continuous spectrum has been found (cf. (4*28) below).
For large values of L, let a state, say ftjf, be denoted also by ft^(E^). Here the energy value is indicated separately, while the capital letter used as a suffix sym bolizes all the remaining detailed information which is needed for the specification of the state. The specification of the number and the nature of the quanta and their spin orientations are described by discrete variables, while the specification of the directions of the momenta of these quanta and the proportion in which the total energy is shared by these quanta are described by almost continuous variables. For the solution of (4-2) it is sufficient to restrict the group deg(0)a to contain only such states ftff for which (ftff. KS®ft®) = f= 0. Let dE^ denote the num states with their energy values lying in the interval dE{ {f around the value of the almost continuous spectrum which further conform to the detailed specification B. Then for any continuous function f i f t t ? )of ft §\ one has asympto 2 M 0,) = E ' (4-8)
p^(E®)) contains a factor Z3. It contains also the differentials of the continuous variables describing the detailed specification B, and the summation over B implies the integration with respect to these continuous variables. As in (4*8), the equality sign will often be used for asymptotic relations. for any function f(Ef)which is smooth in the neighbourhood of E f , namely / ( E f ) = / ( E f ) {1 ± quantities of the order of for E f = E f ± quantities of the order of L~x. The other factor of (4* 10), namely, ( f f .S^f ) = (^(Ef).S^f(E is smooth in the neighbourhood of Ef = Ef, and its value at E f = Ef is to be determined from the following system of integral equations (the integration over the continuous variables describing the detailed specification B is hidden under the summation sign): 
Ef=(<f>f.K™ <f>f)-in2 (^(Ef).K^\Ef))fi^(EfH^(Ef).8^(Ef)).

B*A (4-15)
The in term is of the order of L~3 and can be neglected in comparison with (<pf. K (2)( j ) f ) . Further, for c + a, (4*2) can be written in the form To be consistent with the approximation made above (following (3T7)) in the derivation of the matrix elements for the secular perturbation, however, this f T his is sufficient: because, for large values of L , th e n u m b e r o f sta te s c w ith E f = E f ex a ctly is in c o m p arab ly few am ong th e enorm ous n u m b e r o f s ta te s c c deg<0) a. F u rth e r, th a t E f -E f do occur is due to th e fac t th a t H° a d m its th e sy m m e try o p era tio n s (ro ta tio n s a n d reflexions) of th e sp ace; a n d since th is sy m m e try is also possessed b y H , such d eg en eracy m ay be left aside in th e p e rtu rb a tio n calculations. coefficient is to be approximated by (E( fi -E{ fi) (that is, by (4-1), {E^ -E( fi) ). Thus (4-16) becomes, by substitution from (4*9) and (4-10), (the last step being effected by using (4*13) and (4-23) again, with B for C). Since, for large values of L, the allowance A Ec an be made shows that the right-hand side of (4-22) vanishes.
From (4-9), (4-10), (4*18) and (4*19) follows also _ e< »> +e4°>
1+ " J^(^>-4 0> )I2Z | (^W ) . s (2W ))I2^W ) < * p 8').
J Ea -bAEa B 11) and (4-12) .
In order to show that the above interpretation is valid in the general case, it is convenient to work in the time representation. By (4-1) and (3-37) With the help of (5-15) one easily obtains the formula (4*21 by partial fractions. Further, the integral of (4*25) can be evaluated by the formula
